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WHAT THE GALLUP WORLD POLL

COULD DO TO DEEPEN OUR
UNDERSTANDING OF HAPPINESS

IN DIFFERENT CULTURES
JEANNE L.TSAI

o findings from the Gallup World Poll (GWP) tell us
about people's happiness, well-being, and life satisfac-
tion across the world, and if so, should theyguidegov-

ernment policymaking? For the authors of the WorldHappiness
Report (WHR) and at least some of its nine million readers,the
answer is yes, and it is easy to see why.' First, these data capture
people's feelings or subjective experiences, which have longbeen
overlooked by economists and policymakers in theirassessments
of how nations are doing. Second, the GWP allowsresearchers
to examine how people's feelings relate to environmental factors
like GDP per capita, revealing that objective indicators like
wealth do not tell the whole story about how peopleare feeling.
Third, because the collaboration between the WHR and GWP
has been going on for ten years, these data can reveal stability
and change in happiness and well-being over time, particularly
in response to life-changing events like the COVID-19 pan-
demic. Last, but certainly not least, the GWP samplesL,ooo
respondents from 1so nations to examine how people are doing
in different parts of the world. As such, their data could reveal
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important cultural similarities and differences inpeople'svalues
andexperiences of happiness.
Given the strengths of the GWP, why are theauthorsof

AgainstHappines so concerned? I will not repeat theirmany
excellent points here, but their main argument-based onevi
dence from anthropology, philosophy;, religious studies,socio-

ogy,andcross-culturalpsychology is thishappinessandwel:
being as currently defined and measured by the GWP may

matter to its creators but may not matter as much topeopleacros
the world. If this is true, GWP data are limited in whatthey
can tell us about how people are doing across the world,and

using GWP data to shape government policies thereforewould
be premature and potentially harmful.

As a psychologist who has studied culture and emotion for

thirty years, I agree with the authors' points. The goodnewsis
that there are ways to address the weaknesses of the GWP,
which underlie many of the authors' concerns. Here Idescribe
sixways to improve the GWP for studying happinessacrosscul-
tures, and I describe how we have addressed these issuesinour
own work. The first three concern the measurement ofhappi-
nessand well-being, while the last three concern themeasure-
ment ofculture.

MEASURE VALUES AND IDEALS
By asking people to rate how close they feel to their bestlives
and to indicate whether they smiled, laughed, didsomething
interesting, or felt worried or sad or angry during theprevious
day, the GWP focuses on respondents' actual experiences(their
"actuals"). In doing so, the GWP assumes that thepeopleinthe
I5o nations have similar "ideals." More specifcally, the GWP
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assumes that across the world, people want to lead their "best"
lives, want to smile, laugh, and do interesting things and avoid
feeling worried, sad, or angry. But what if manypeople in the
study-and in the world-don't holdtheseideals2

Fortunately, this question can be easily answered by also ask-

ing people how they ideally want to feel. Bymeasuringrespon-
dents' ideals, researchers can examine whether people in differ-
ent regions of the world want to feel the sameway about their
lives, and if not, how they differ. Measuringpeople'sidealscan
also help GWP researchers interpret the meaning ofpeople's
actuals. Knowing whether people learned or did something
interesting during the previous daymatters a lot if peoplevalue
learning or doing something interesting, and it mattersvery lit-
tle if they do not. In other words,researcherscancalibratepeo-
ple's actuals to their ideals. Finally, by measuring ideals and
actuals, researchers can statistically account for social desirabil-
ity biases. People are more likely to report feeling interestwhen
they think it is desirable (or ideal) to do so and are less likely to
report feeling anger when they think it is undesirable to do so.
Thus, researchers can achieve a more accurate measure of peo-

ple's actuals by taking out the degree to which theyoverlap with
their ideals. Last but not least,becauseidealsare powerful infu-
ences on people's behavior in their own right, by measuring
people's ideals, the GWP would have a more complete view of
what people care about.}
We know this because my colleagues, students, and I have

easuring people's "actual affect" (the affectivestates they
actually feel) and their "ideal affect (the affectivestatestheyvalue

and ideally want to feel) since 2000. Based on this work, we find
that across the cultures studied, most people do indeed want
to feel more positive than negative, and they want to feel more
positive and less negative than they actually feel. Moreover,
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among the positive states, people want to feel happier, more
tent, and more satisfied than other positive states. But against
this backdrop of cultural similarities, we have alsoobservedcon-
sistent cultural differences in the degree to which peoplevalue
or ideally want to feel high arousal positive states like excitement,
enthusiasm, and elation. European Americans valued these
high-arousal positive statesmore than various East Asian groups,
including Hong Kong Chinese, Taiwanese,Japanese,andSouth
Koreans. Early on, we also found cultural differences in the
degree to which people value or ideally want to feel low-arousal
positive states like calm, relaxation, and serenity, with East
Asians valuing these states more than European Americans.
Most recently, these cultural differences in the valuation ofthese
states have been less pronounced, perhaps because of recent world
events. Cultures also differ in the degree to which they want to
máximize positive and minimize negativestates, with European
Americans wanting to maximize the positive and minimize the
negative more than Beijing and Hong Kong Chinese samples.
These cultural differences are related to specificaspectsof indi-
vidualismandcollectivism,respectively. o2

Moreover, bécause in our studies weassessedactual and ideal
affect in similar ways, we were able to examine the relative
impact ofeach on a variety of behaviors. Our studies reveal that
differences in ideal affect-above andbeyond actual affect-are
related to a whole host of behaviors, ranging from what con-
sumer products people choose to what exercise they participate
in, what physicians they prefer, what they post on social media,
whom they view as friendly and whom they befriend, whom they
hire and choose to lead, and even whom they share resources
with,

There are other ways in which assessing ideals can matter for
well-being, Asking people to reflect on their ideals may remind
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people what matters to them and ultimately help them toachieve
those ideals. Learning about different ideals can broaden pe0-
ple's own views of a happy and meaningful life. Finally, recog-
nizing that people differ in their ideals can be critical to under-
standing them better and minimizing unintended biases that
maystemfromdifferentideals. ot.

INCLUDE FEELINGS THAT MATTER MORE
IN COLLECTIVISTIC CULTURES AND
OTHER RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS

People create products that reflect their cultural ideals. For
instance, U.S. children storybooks, women's magazines, and
even leaders' oficial website photos contain more open toothy
"excited" smiles and fewer closed "calm" smiles thán East Asian
storybooks,magazines, and leaders' official website photos."The
2022 WHR is no different: photos in the report contained three
timesmoreexcitedthancalmsmiles! steii siatt

Similarly, we have observed that Western well-being inven-
tories contain more high-arousal positive than low-arousal pos-
itive content, presumably because they were developed by West-
ern clinicians and scientists who value high arousal positive
statesmore," But what about the content of the GWP? As men-
tioned earlier, to assess positive emotions, the GWP typically
asksrespondentsif they smiled,laughed,or didsomethinginter-
esting the day before, which assumes that when people feel
good, they feel these emotions and express them in these spe-
cific ways, There are cultural differences in the emotions that
people associate with well-being as well as cultural differences
in whether people savor and express their positive emotions by
smiling and laughing (vs. dampen and suppress their positive
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emotions).12Therefore, it ispossible that the GWP d
quately capture the well-being of individuals frormcultures that
have different ideals or views of emotion, especially more col-
lectivistic ones.

de-

In response to this concern, the most recent GWP broadened
itsmeasures of positive emotion to includemeasures ofbalance,
peace, and calm states not only valued in many East Asian con-
texts but many Buddhist traditions more specifically.3 This is a
step in the right direction. Unfortunately, the GWP primarily
focused on the degree to which respondents actually felt these
states and incuded only onemeasure ofideals ("Would you pre-
fer an exciting or calm life?"). As argued before, in order to
evaluate people's reports of actual balance and-peace, we need
to know how much they value those states. Moreover, in order
to be comparable, actuals and ideals have to be measured in the
sameway. Despite this, consistent with our early findings, the
authors still observed that more respondents in East Asian coun-
tries preferred a calm vs. exciting life compared to respondents
in the United States andCanada.!4 Moreover, they observed that
during a world pandemic, most people across the world pre-
ferred a calmoveran exciting lif. Whether these findings will
generalize to nonpandemic times, remains to be seen, but the
findings illustrate another reason to include other feelings that
matter to other parts of the world and other traditions: we may
discover that other states matter to us more than we realize.

Similar arguments can be made for negative emotion. The
GWP focuses on three negative states--worry, sadness, and
anger-and assumes that people want to avoid feeling these spe-
cificstates.Once again, we know from our work that people and
cultures vary in the degree to which people want to avoid feeling
negative overall as well as the degree to which they want to feel
and avoid specific negative emotions." European Americans,
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for example, want to avoid feeling negativemore than Germans,
and this is linked to their expressions ofsympathy, Taiwanese
participants value shame, guilt, and fear more than Canadians
do." Moreover, views of negative emotionhaveimplications for
the links between the actual experience of thesenegativestates
and health,18

Future GWP might include other states that havebeenasso-
ciated with collectivism, given the prevalence of collectivistic
values across the world. For instance, Shinobu Kitayama, Batja
Mesquita, and Mayumi Karasawaihave demonstrated that
people in cultures that are more collectivistic ike Japanexperi-
ence more socially engaging positive (e.g, feelings of friendli-
nes and respect) and negative (e-g., feelings of pity and shame)
emotions; therefore, these would be good states to include in

futurepolls."esilow otniosbi ai

VALIDATE SELF-REPORTS WITH
REAL-WORLD BEHAVIORS

The WHR primarily relies on self-report data from the GWP
to asses how people are doing across the world. Although self
report is one of the best ways ofassessingpeople's subjective
experiences,there are a host of problems with it, including social
desirability biases, response style biases, and lack ofawareness
or insight. One of the most important concerns is whether peo-
ple's self-reports of how they are doing refect anything about
people's everyday lives. For instance, are people'sassessments of
their lives truly a reflection of what their lives are like? Does a
measure of whether people smiled, laughed, or did something
interesting the day before say anything about people's lives over-
all? To answer these questions, it is critical to validate these
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self-reports with other behavioral and biological measures of
howpeopleare doing.d

The 2022VWHRhas already moved in this direction byexam-
ining whether the afective content of Twitter posts during the
COVID-19 pandemic reflects the same patterns as the GWP
data. The question is what the affective content in the posts
reflects. In our own work comparing the affective content ofU.S.
andJapanese Twitter posts, we observe patterns that suggest that
people are posting content that reftects their ideal affect more
than their actualaffect.20By measuring ideals and actuals, GWP
might be able to determine whether this is true for its respon-
dents as well.

As described earlier, we have employed a variety of behavioral
and biological measures to examine the behavioral expressions
of cultural differences in ideal affect,aswell as the neuralmech-
anisms that support these behaviors. For instance, in one study,
based on their self-reports of ideal affect, European Americans
valued excited (high-arousal positive) statesvs. calm (low-arousal
positive) states less than Chinese. Within cultures, European
Americans valued excited and calm states similarly, whereas
Chinese value calm more than excited states. To examine how
these cultural differences influence people's immediate responses
to excited vs. calm facial expressions, we combined a facial rat-
ing task with functional magneticresonance imaging." During
scanning, European American and Chinese females viewed and
rated excited and calm faces that varied by race (white, Asian)
and sex (male, female). As predicted, European Americ
showed greater activity in brain circuits associated with affect
and reward (bilateral ventral striatum, left caudate) while view-
ing excited vs calm faces than did Chinese. Within cultures,
European Americans responded to excited vs. calm faces simi-
larly, whereas Chinese showed greater activity in these circuits
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in response to calm vs. excited expressionsregardless of targets'
race or sex. Across cultures, greater ventral striatal actívity while
viewing excited vs. calm faces predicted greater preference for
excited vs. calm faces several months later. These findings not

only provide neural evidence that people find viewing the spe-
cific positive facial expressions that match their culture's ideal
affect to be rewarding and relevant but alsovalidate the cultural
differences that have emerged in self-reports.

3ASU 03 A34T
y r2 DEMONSTRATE
MEASUREMENT EQUIVALENCE

As the authors ofAgainst Happinessargue, the questionsincluded
in the WHR may have different meanings in differentcultures,
especially if the translations are not accurate. As a result, com-
paring ratings of these happiness metrics acrosscultures may

.
Indeed, this is a fundamental issue that cross-cultural psy-

chologists have confronted for decades, which is why standard

practice is to demonstrate measurement equivalencebeforecom-
paring group responses." Demonstratingmeasurementequiva-
lence requires showing that responses to questions on a survey
relate to each other in similar waysacross the culturessampled.
For instance, in the GWP, are smiling, laughing, and doing
omething interesting related to each other for each of the nations

Sampled? They should be if they are truly assesing positive
emotion in each culture. If so, thencomparisonsofpositiveemo-
tion across nations are warranted. But if they arent, then they
should be compared separately across nations and not refered

ultimately be meaningless.

"positive emotion." Similarly, do "balance" and "har-
mony" have the same associations in the tso nations sampled?
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Because we have established measurement equivalence for our
measurès of actual and ideal affect for the cultural sampleswe
have studied, we are confident that we can compare actual and
ideal affect between these cultures. Thus, we know that for our
participants, how people want to feel differs from how theyactu-
ally feel, and there are cultural differences in how peopleideally

wanttofeel. oslaotiyolesiat i 3 it

ACCOUNT FOR CULTURAL
DIFFERENCES IN RESPONSE STYLES

A central aspect of the GWP and WHR is the ranking of
nations by average level of life satisfaction on a ro-point scale.
Rating scales like this one allow nuance and variability more
than simple yes or no questions, but they have issues, too. For
instance, decades of research in cross-cultural psychologyhave
revealed cultural differences in how people respond to rating
scales.3VWhile East Asians tend to use the middle of thescales,
Americans tend to use the extreme ends of the scales. This is not
a problem when comparing ratings within cultures, but across
cultures it means that one cannot know whether the observed
national differences in life satisfaction reflect real differences in
life satisfaction or more general differences in how muchpeople
use the middle vs. top and bottom ends of the scale. Yes and

no questions, which the GWP uses to assess positive and neg-
ative emotions, are similarly sensitive to cultural differences in
"acquiescencebias," or their willingness to provide affirmative
answers,24

ur In our own work, we askparticipants to usea s-point rating
cale to indicate how much they actually feel thirty-eight dif-
ferent states that vary in terms of valence and arousal onaverage
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and then how much they ideally want to feel the same thírty-
eight states on average. Although we sometimes reduce the

aber ofitems depending on our purposes, these thirty-eight
states include filler items or items that are not central to our
hypotheses so that we canassessand then account for differences
inresponsestyles. One popular wayof doing this is "ipsatizing,"
or calculating standardized scores for each individual. We then
compare the ipsatized scores across cultural groups. Although
this method has its limitations, itaddressesresponse stylebiases
and allows us to infer more confidently that the observed cul-
tural differences reflect specific differences in ideal affect and not
moregeneraldifferencesinresponsestyles.is n0 9 29

PROVIDE MORE'CULTURAL DEPTH
(EVEN AT THE COST OF
NATIONAL BREADTH)

315 3'

The GWP sarmples ,oo0 respondents from 15o nations ranging
from Finland to Afghanistan. This is not aneasytask, especially
assuming that the GWP employs translators andresearchersin

of these nations to collect these data. If you have the
resources, why wouldn't you collect data from as many nations
as possible? naot.'A

From a scientific perspective, one reason is that this approach
almost always comes at the cost of understanding of any partic-
ular nation or collection of nations well. For instance, at least in
the most recent WHR, almost no information is provided about
the specific cultural ideas and practices represented in this
collection of15o nations that might be related to different con-
ceptions of happiness or well-being, This is not specific to the
GWP; it is almost always the case that in studies that include
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more than a handful of nations, the more nations the research-
ers include in their studies, the less cultural the studybecomes.
Although empirical studies are by definition reductive, with
respect to culture, the GWP takes this to an extreme.th

This is exactly why when I began studying culture influences
on emotion, I focusedon two ethnic groups: European Ameri-
cans and Chinese Americans.20 I chose these groups because
they were differentially infuenced by and oriented to "Ameri-
can" and Chinese" cultures, cultures that differed in individu-
alism and collectivism, which scholars had predicted would
shape a variety of psychological processes, including emotion.7
By focusing on these two groups, my team and I could also con-
sider and quantify the variation within each cultural group in
terms not only of individuals' cultural orientation but also in
their endorsement of individualistic and collectivisticvalues.We
also used specific recruitment criteria to ensure that we were
recruiting individuals whowere oriented to the cultures of inter-
est (e-g, typically first- and second-generation Chinese Ameri-
cans and third- or higher generation European Americans).

In subsequentstudies for various theoretically and empirical
driven reasons, we broadened our samples to include other East
Asian Americans, then participants living in Taiwan andHong
Kong, then mainland China, and then other East Asian cultures
Japan, Korea) as well as other Western cultures (England,
France, Germany) and other collectivistic cultures (Mexico).8
By choosing nations for cultural reasons, we believe that wehave
been able to increase our national breadth without completely
compromising cultural depth (although some anthropologists
might disagree). ia Len

This focused approach has also allowed us to study cultural
differences in ideal affect more deeply. Specifcally, we havebeen
able to test our predictions about the sources of cultural
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differences in ideal affect, examine how cultural differences in
ideal affect are reflected in popular media, look into age differ-
ences in ideal affect, explore the interpersonal consequences of
cultural diferences in ideal affect, reveal the neural mecha-
nisms underlying cultural differences in ideal affect, study the
effects of differences in ideal affect in employment and health
settings, and most recently to chart changes in ideal affect over
time.9 We would not havebeenable to do any of this if we did
not have a solid understanding of what ideal affect looked like
in the specific cultural samples we have studied.
By starting out with U.S.-East Asian comparisons, we did

notmean to imply that they were the only cutures that vary in
the valuation of high and low arousal positivestates, and I cer-
tainly believe that we need to know more about the ideal affect
of otherparts of the world, which otherscholarshavefortunately
initiated,30 In my own lab, we have started studying ideal affect
inTurkey and India, with collaborators who know thesecultures
well, in part becausethese cultures (and the subcultures within
them)have different expressions and combinations of individu-
alismand collectivism that should show diferent patterns from
thosewe have observed in our samples.

WHY IMPLEMENT THESE CHANGES?

Implementing these six changes would require additional time
andresources,but they arenecessary if theauthors of the WHR
really want to understand the meaning ofhappiness and well-
being in different cultures. Armed with better data, the WHR
Would have more to say to government policymakers about how
their constituents feel compared to how they ideally want to feel.
As I read the WHR, I washeartened to learn that the WHR
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and GWP have evolved over time, and that at least some of its
authors share the points raised here and by the authors ofAgainst

Happines. Perhaps by implementing the six changes described
here, the GWP will begin to define and measure happiness in
ways that help get us all closer to understanding happiness and

well-beingacrosstheworld.t isal ss l
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